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PLEASE CONTACT MALORY AT 828-689-1166 OR MPRESLEY@MHU.EDU TO RESERVE.

Adolescent Psychology 7th edition Stickle NEW

American Dream Jason DeParle

An Introduction to Business Ethics Fourth Edition DesJardins

An Introduction to Business Ethics Fifth Edition Desjardins

An Introduction to Education: Choosing Your Teaching Path Powell

An Experimental Approach to Organization Development Seventh Edition

Antigone Dover Thrift Edition Sophocles

Anybody’s Business Barbara Van Syckle, Brian Tietje

Better Business Poatsy, Martin NEW

Candide Dover Thrift Edition Voltaire


Two Character 9th Edition

Two Civic Life 4th Edition

Civilization and Its Discontents Standard Edition Sigmund Freud

Two Collaboration Handbook; Creating Sustaining and Enjoying the Journey Michael Winer, Karen Ray


Two Crafting and Executing Strategy Seventeenth Edition Thompson, Strictland, Gamble NEW

Two Creative Drama in the Classroom and Beyond Eighth Edition Nellie McCaslin


Deep Dive Rich Horwath

Designing Effective Mathematics Instruction Fourth Edition Stein, Kinder, Silbert, Carnine

Two Difficult Conversations: How To Discuss What Matters Most Stone, Patton, Heen
Five Elegant Choices, Healing Choices  Marsha Sietar

Essentials of Corporate Finance  *Seventh Edition*  Ross, Westerfield, Jordan

Essentials of Economics  *Seventh Edition*  Bradley Schiller

Excellence in Business Communication  *Student Value Edition*  John V. Thill, Courtland L. Bovee


Financial Accounting  *Ninth Edition*

Two  Foundations of Financial Management  Block/Hirt  *Twelfth Edition*

Foundations of Marketing  *Fourth Edition*  Pride, Ferrell  NEW

Two  Fundamentals of Management  Essential Concepts and Applications  Robbins, Decenzo, Coulter  *7th Ed*


Two  Geography: Realms, Regions, and Concepts  de Blij/Muller  *Thirteenth Edition*

Two  Getting To Yes: Negotiating Agreement Without Giving In  Fisher, Ury

Gilgamesh  Stephen Mitchell

Global:  *Student Edition*  Peng

Government By The People  *2009 National, State and Local Edition*  Magleby, Light


Integrating Music Into the Elementary Classroom  Anderson/Lawrence  *Eighth Edition*

Intermediate Algebra An Integrated Approach  Aufmann/Lockwood  *Preliminary Edition*

Two  Introduction to Health Care Management  Buchbinder, Shanks

Justice: What’s The Right Thing To Do?  Sandel  *First Edition*

Keys for Writers  *Third Edition*  Ann Raimes

Two  Leading Change  Kotter

Two  Literature: An Introduction to Reading and Writing  *Fourth Compact Edition*  Edgar V. Roberts

Literature: An Introduction to Reading and Writing  *Fifth Compact Edition*  Roberts/Zweig

Managerial Accounting  *Eighth Edition*  Crosson

Mathematical Cognition  James M. Royer


Two  The Mercury Reader  *A Custom Publication*
A Midsummer Night’s Dream *Dover Thrift Edition*  William Shakespeare

**Two** Operations Management *Tenth Edition*  William J. Stevenson

Organizational Behavior  Robbins/Judge  *Fourteenth Edition*

A Portable Anthology; 40 Short Stories  *Third Edition*  Beverly Lawn

Principles of Marketing  Kotler, Armstrong

**Two** Recorder Express  Artie Almeida

Regions *Thirteenth Edition*  H.J. de Blij and Peter O. Muller  **NEW**

**Two** Resolving Conflicts at Work  *Third Edition and Revised Edition*  Cloke, Goldsmith

Resolving Conflict in Nonprofit Organizations  Marion, Peters, Angelica

The Dance of Change  Senge, Kleiner, Roberts, Ross, Roth, Smith

The Living Company  Arie De Geus  **NEW**

The Managerial Decision Making Process  *Fifth Edition*  Harrison  **NEW**


The Scarlett Letter  *Dover Thrift Edition*  Nathaniel Hawthorne

Siddharta  Herrmann Hesse

Soul of a Citizen: Living with Conviction in Challenging Times  Paul, Rogat, Loeb

Steps to Writing Well  *Ninth Edition*  Jean Wyrick

Survey of Accounting  *Fifth Edition*  Carl S. Warren

**Two** Taking Sides: Clashing Views in Business Ethics and Society  *Twelfth Edition*  Newton, Englehardt, Pritchard  **NEW**

Teaching Students with Learning Problems  Mercer/Mercer/Pullen  *Eighth Edition*  **NEW**

The Living Company  de Geus  **NEW**

**Two** Total Fitness and Wellness  Scott K. Powers, Stephen L. Dodd, Erica M. Jackson

Transitions  William Bridges

**Three** Visions of America: A History of the United States  Keene, Cornell, O'Donnel

Understanding Management  Richard Daft  **NEW**

What is Life - A Guide to Biology  Phelan  **NEW**